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ABSTRACT
A eoronal model is given that explains the observed intensities
of the green and red eoronal line and their variations but also
the observed line widths. The intensity-variations from equator
to pole ean best be explained by introdueing an inhomogeneityeoeffieient D. The eleetron density at the point x then is
given by N(A,x)= N(x)·D in regions A of high density andN(B,x)=

-

N(x)/D in regions B of low density, N= mean density. Along a
line of sight s we suppose the regions
ternating sueeession. From

5N(x).dx=

s

A and B to form an al-

5 N(x)·D.dx

A

+ 5N(x)/D.dx
B

we deduee that the relative lengths of A and B follow the relation

I BI=!A!.D.

For a six rnon t'h s p e r i.od in1957/5S'

nie

average line inten-

sities for different heliographie latitudes were taken fromobservations. :For" . W= 0
;

2.1·10

-5

0,

12c>°'1
,90;0,_900.. we then found, with Fe/H=
..
.'

'

-

;

-

,

1.73. Daily values were ealeulated as weIl.

(Abb. 6-9).

A new explanation is given for the diserepaney between
ionization-temperature and line width temperature. It is shown,
that the joint effeets of a radial expansion and a temperature
gradient ean change the line width more than the additive influenees of these two effeets would allow for.

(Tab.9). Al-

though we do not rule out that a differenee in the green and
red line width temperature may signify different plaees of
origin of the green and red lines we demonstrate with the
example of 25/1/1958

[4]

that this need not be the ease.

